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Manufacturing technology of metal structured catalysts that can replace 
ceramic pellet catalysts used in existing chemical processes while providing a 
higher ratio of the geometric  reaction surface area to the reactor volume (S/V) 
and improving the heat transfer rate per unit volume (US/V).
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KIER Coating Technology vs. Conventional Catalyst 
Coating Technologies 

KIER’s 1kW fuel processor to which the metal structure 
catalyst is applied
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1
Metal-structure, metal-structured catalyst, metal-
structured catalyst module and their preparation 
methods for possible application in compact reformer 

- - 10-1019234 2011.02.24

2
Metal structure catalyst and preparation method 
thereof

- - 10-1403698 2014.05.28

3
Metal structure catalyst and preparation method 
thereof

- -
JP 6006237 2016.09.16

US 9,409,155 2016.08.09

4
Preparation method of catalyst comprising a 
ruthenium-contained catalyst layer formed on the 
body surface

- - 10-1779180 2017.09.11

5
Preparation method of catalyst comprising a 
ruthenium-containing catalyst layer formed on the 
body surface

- -
US 9,795,954 2017.10.24

JP 6100341 2017.03.03

Conventional Technology Present Technology

    Metal surface pretreatment technology

The thermal oxidation method results in the 
formation of irregular metal oxide layers, in which 
metal oxide layers are formed through  
high-temperature (> 1000°C), lengthy (> 10h)  
heat treatment of metal surfaces.

    Metal surface pretreatment technology

The concerned technology is capable of forming 
uniform metal oxide layers regardless of the 
material and shape of the metal structure through 
heat treatment at relatively low temperatures 
(900°C) for a short period of time.

    Catalyst coating technology

The conventional catalyst coating technologies  
(wash coating and impregnation methods) result 
in weak bonding between the metal surface and 
the catalyst layer due to the formation of a thick 
coating layer, also accompanied by difficulty in 
controlling the amount of coating.

    Catalyst coating technology

Precipitation-base catalyst coating technology 
minimizes the amount of catalyst needed and 
results in strong bonding due to the formation of  
a thin and uniform catalyst layer.

Metal surface 
pretreatment 
technology

Catalyst coating 
technology

    Improving the adherence of coating layers on the metal surface by forming a uniform metal oxide 
layer without any constraints regarding its composition, shape, and conditions

      Improving durability and preventing degradation through the optimization of bonding conditions 
between the metal substrate and the carrier layer

      Allowing the uniform coating of catalysts on the metal surface while making it easier to control 
catalyst loading

    Maximizing the catalyst utilization through the high-dispersion loading of a small amount of 
precious metal catalyst

Description and Characteristics of Technology

Application Fields Products

Hydrogen and fuel cells Catalysts for hydrogen production 

Automobiles and vessels Exhaust gas purifiers 

Sensors Chemical sensors 

Scope of Application

[TRL 4: Key performance evaluation of lab-scale materials/components/systems] 
Metal Structured Catalyst: Surface Pretreatment and Catalyst Coating Technology

•   Lab-scale prototype development [TRL 4]

- Development of large-area catalyst coating technology and mass production process technology
- Manufacturing of prototypes of metal structured catalysts for 1~5kW fuel processors

Basic Research PrototypeExperiment Turning into practice Commercialization
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Structural Diagram/Conceptual Diagram

Metal Structured Catalyst: 

Surface Pretreatment and Catalyst 

Coating Technology 


